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Every bounded Suslin set in the plane is the set of eigenvalues of some bounded 
operator in a separable B-space. 
1. Let E be a separable, complex Banach space, and T a bounded linear 
operator in E; the set a,(T) of eigenvalues of T is a Susfin (or analytic) 
subset of R* for it is the projection on C of the closed subset of E x C 
defined by 
x E E, 1E c, llxll = 13 TX = Ax. 
Clearly, a,(7) is bounded, but this exhausts the properties of o,(T). 
THEOREM. Let B be a bounded Suslin set in C; then B = o,(T) for some 
bounded linear operator T in a separable, complex Banach space E. 
2. We present some constructions necessary in the proof. Let (S, d) be a 
complete, separable metric space, and Lip@, d) the space of complex-valued, 
bounded, Lipschitzian functions on S, with norm Ml = 
/lfll, + sup{lf(s) -f(t)l/d(s, t): s # t}. Then Lip@, 4 is a Banach space; 
moreover I/f. gll Q 2 llfll . II gll. Consequently, the functionals x* in 
Lip*(S, d) admit multiplication by Lip(S, d), by the standard rule 
v. x*)(g) s x*cf. g) (x* E Lip*;f, g E Lip). 
The space E will be a separable subspace of Lip*@, d): the norm-closed 
linear span of the point evaluations E $: sScf) =f(s). Plainly, /IE,([ = 1 and 
II E, - 41 Q d(s, t), so that E is separable. Moreover, f . E, =f(s) . ss, so that 
E is invariant under the adjoint multiplication by Lip(S, d). 
3. LEMMA. The point spectrum o,(M) of a multiplication Mx* = f. x* is 
the set f(S). 
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Proof For each s in S, Me, = f . E, =f(s)E,, so that f(s) E o&V), i.e., 
f(s) E a,@0 T o reverse this inclusion, we observe a continuity property of 
the elements x* of E: to each E > 0 there is a finite set (sr,..., sN) in S and a 
constant A such that )Ig . x*11 < E 1) gll +A CyI g(sJ, for each g. This is 
obvious for linear combinations of the evaluations as, and is obtained by 
passage to the limit for elements x* in E. 
Suppose now that Ilx$II = 1 and Mx,* = Ax,*. We shall find elements 
g, ,..., g, ,... of Lip(S, d) so that 
(i) )I g, ... g, . x,*11 > 4-l + 2-“, n > 1. 
(ii) The set S, = (g, # 0) is covered by a finite number of balls of 
radius l/n. 
For n = 1 we apply the remarks above with E = 0.05 and find the set 
Sl,..., SN. We define gr(s) = 1-min, d(s, s,J if the minimum is less than 1, and 
g,(s) = 0 otherwise. Let h = 1 -g, , so that 
II hx$ II < ww Ilh II < 0.19 
whence 
II g,x,* II 2 0.9 > 3/4. 
Supposing that g, has been found, we take x* = g, a.a g,,xx,*, E = 4-‘“n- ’, 
and define g,+r(s) = 1 -(n + 1) min,(s, sJ, if the minimum is less than 
(n + 1)-l, and g,, , = 0 otherwise. With h = I- gn+ r we have 
(I hx* II< 4-2nn-’ 11 h I( < 4-2”n-1 (n + 2) < 2-“-l 
whence 
II&?, -** g”+IXo*J(=(lgn+,X*(l > 4-l +2-“--2-“-‘=4-‘+2-“-‘. 
The set K = (-)F S; is compact by a classical diagonal procedure [ 1, p. 
201; we claim that I E f(K). Otherwise, there is a neighborhood V of K, and 
a6>O,sothatIf(s)-AJ>6on V,andthereisaniVsothatf-)yS;~V. 
Then u-A)-’ is defined on V, is bounded there by 6-l in modulus, and 
satisfies a Lipschitz condition with constant E’llfll. Hence cf- A)-’ can be 
extended to a element fr of Lip(S, d) by extending its real and imaginary 
parts. (See the comment below.) For n > N we have 
g1 ~*~g,xo*=cf--1).f, .g,...g,x,*=f,.g,...g,.cf--)x,*=o. 
This contradiction proves that 1 =J(K); thus we have proved that 
~e@f) = f(S)* 
The extension of a real-valued element h of Lip(7’, d), T G S, is classical; 
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here is one method. Let /h(s) - h(t)] < Ld(s, t), (s, t E r). Then let 
h”(s) = inf{h(t) t L d(s, t): t E i”}. Then h = h- on T, Ih-(s,) - he( < 
L d(s, , s2) on S. If a < h- < b on T, we replace h- by h--(s) = a [when 
h-(s) < a], h--(s) = b [when h-(s) > b], T, and hW- = h- otherwise. 
4. Let B be a bounded Suslin set in C, so that B =f(S), wherein (S, a) is 
a complete, separable metric space and f is continuous on S. Setting 
4% t) = acs, t) t If(s) -f(t) I, we obtain a complete metric on S, and f 
belongs to Lip(S, d); thus B = f(S) = a,(it4), when A4 is the multiplication 
operator introduced before. 
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